Is There Life After Aperture?
Tested Several Options

People also ask

What is the best photo editing software for Mac?

Best Photo Editing Software for Mac 2019

- Adobe Photoshop Elements Editor on macOS High Sierra.
- Affinity Photo on macOS.
- Adobe Lightroom.
- DxO PhotoLab on Mac.
- GIMP on macOS.
- Krita on macOS.
- PhotoScape X.
- Pixlr Editor.

Tested Adobe Bridge as DAM
I Chose

Luminar

By MacPhun, Now Skylum

Luminar 3
Version 3.1

Not to be confused with Luminar 2018, Luminar Flex or Aurora HDR, also by Skylum.

Avoid PC version.
In May, Matt did some research on PS & LR alternatives . . .
In late June, Matt put together videos on alternatives to LR and PS.
Matt chose CaptureOne as the best replacement for PS/LR, and rated Luminar as a close second.